9:00-9:50
(50 minutes)

9:50-10:00
(10 minutes)
10:00-10:50
(50 minutes)

10:30-10:50
(10 minutes)
11:00-11:50
(50 minutes)

11:50-12:00
(10 minutes)
12:00-12:50
(50 minutes)

FACULTY WORKSHOPS – APRIL 9, 2013
Classroom A
Classroom B
Super Search: Transforming the Virtual
Copy Materials with Peace-of-Mind Knowing it is
Research Experience
Fair! Workshop on Brock’s New Fair Dealing Policy.
(Colleen MacKinnon)
(Deb Kalvee)
Learn about Brock’s new Web Scale Discovery
On February 14, 2013, Brock adopted a new Fair
Tool. What is it and why do we need it? Why
Dealing Policy. The new policy reflects changes to the
we still need traditional discovery tools.Review
law and recent guidance from the Supreme Court of
insights from usability testing pre and post
Canada on the scope of the fair dealing exception.
SuperSearch.
To help you understand the new policy, and what it
Haven’t tried it yet? What better time than
will mean for instructors and students, the Library
now!
and the Centre for Pedagogical Innovation is
presenting a workshop.
Coffee Break in ST211
“Photo-shop”
(Elizabeth Yates)
Where to find images for your teaching and
research. Focusing on freely available sources
of imagery as well as robust subscription
products such as ArtStor. I’ll touch on the
implications of new fair dealing legislation for
using copyrighted imagery as well as images
from the Internet.

Introducing Advantage Plus!
(Laurie Morrison)
If you’ve ever questioned whether a student
understands what “peer-reviewed” means, or
wondered if you’re facing an issue of academic
integrity with a student submission, this workshop is
for you! Introducing, Advantage Plus, a fully
customizable online learning resource provided by
the Gibson library.

Coffee Break in ST211
“Library Instruction, Just In Time”
(Marcie Jacklin)
This workshop will demonstrate how YouTube
videos embedded into Sakai quizzes and
online research guides can provide students
with research assistance at their point of need.
In this session you will learn how YouTube
analytics can help educators understand when
students are looking for research assistance,
how they access the video tutorials (mobile
device, YouTube, or web page), and what they
are looking for help with.

The cost of knowledge, open access, & research
impact
(Elizabeth Yates & Ian Gibson)
Part 1: cost of knowledge and alternative of open
access – models, challenges, etc.
Part 2: Measuring research impact – challenges to
traditional measures - alternatives to traditional
measures

Coffee Break in ST211
Research Data Management
(Heather Whipple & Lisa Snider)
It’s never too early to start thinking about what to do
with your data before, during, and after analysis.
Research data management attempts to plan ahead
for short- and long-term access, use, and protection of
this cornerstone of scholarly activity. For both
qualitative & quantitative researchers.

